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Plan
Q: ’Can we build an FCC-hh GPD with triggerless readout?’
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Plan
Q: ’Can we build an FCC-hh GPD with triggerless readout?’

‣ A: ’No’
‣ Recording the full data stream is inconceivable even in 203x
‣ But ‘trigger’ may mean something different to today

‣ Plan of talk
‣ The task at hand
‣ GPD trigger evolution
‣ Implications for future systems
‣ Technology issues
‣ Next steps

‣ Some pre-apologies
‣ This talk concerns FCC-hh primarily; it is the hard problem for TDAQ
‣ More trigger more than DAQ
‣ I extrapolate mainly from CMS; ATLAS performance & strategy is similar
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Trigger Requirements
‣ A GPD trigger must
‣ Reduce recorded event rate by 

factor of ~200,000
‣ i.e. reduce detector readout bandwidth  

and storage requirements

‣ Conform to stringent technical 
requirements

‣ Use limited subset of detector data

‣ Name of the trigger game:
‣ Pushing edge of technology
‣ Continuous evolution / upgrade
‣ Guaranteed reliability
‣ Quantifiable, measured efficiency

‣ Physics reach is ultimately 
dictated by the trigger
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LHC Trigger Strategy: Recap
‣ We are working at the electroweak scale and above
‣ Need good sensitivity for decays of objects of mass O(100GeV)

‣ Basic trigger objects
‣ Leptons – with or without isolation criteria

‣ Isolation suffers badly as pileup increases
‣ Photons – hard to distinguish from electrons without tracking
‣ Jets of sufficiently high Et;  hadronic tau, typically with poor efficiency in Run 1
‣ Global event variables: total Et, missing Et, Ht, etc

‣ Backgrounds
‣ Real leptons from heavy flavour production, typically soft
‣ Mis-measured jets; photons in jets; fake electrons from conversions
‣ Punch-through in muon system

‣ Making the decision
‣ Require combinations of trigger objects above a set of Et thresholds
‣ More clever combinations are possible with sufficient trigger resolution

‣ Event topology cuts, invariant mass, etc 

5
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CMS L1 Trigger Evolution: Run 1

‣ Performance of L1 (hardware) trigger dictated by:
‣ Processing capacity of data reduction logic
‣ Affordable link bandwidth from detector

‣ L1 decision based on number and type of locally-found ‘trigger objects’

6
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Figure 2. The existing Level-1 trigger system of CMS. Candidate trigger objects from calorimeter systems
(left) and muon detectors (right) are combined and forwarded to the Global Trigger, which calculates the
trigger decision and sends out “Level-1 Accept” signals to read out the complete CMS detector at a maximum
rate of 100 kHz.

The existing Level-1 Trigger can only use part of the detector information (see figure 2). Data
from the three muon detector systems (Drift Tubes (DTs), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) and
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs)) and the calorimeters (the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) and the forward hadronic calorimeter (HF)) are available at
reduced precision for the L1 decision while information from the silicon tracker (pixels and
strips) is read out only in case of a positive Level-1 decision and therefore available only at the
High-Level Trigger.

Data from the calorimeters are combined in the electronics of the “Regional Calorimeter Trig-
ger (RCT)” [5] and the “Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT)” [6] and forwarded to the “Global
Trigger (GT)” [7]. Muon candidates are calculated by separate Track Finder electronics for DTs
and CSCs and by a Pattern Comparator system for the RPCs. These muon candidates are merged
by the “Global Muon Trigger (GMT)” [9], which sends the four best muon candidates to the Global
Trigger. The GT calculates a maximum of 128 trigger paths (“Algorithms”), which can consist of
single trigger objects or of combinations of several muon and/or calorimeter objects. Topological
conditions (such as differences in the coordinates j (azimuth) and h (pseudorapidity)) can also be
applied at this level. Algorithms can be enabled, disabled or prescaled by a constant factor and
are then combined in a “Final OR”. The “Trigger Control System (TCS)” [10] checks if all parts
of the CMS detector are ready to receive a trigger signal and if there are no other reasons why the
trigger decision should be suppressed, and in this case sends out an L1A signal via the “Trigger,
Timing and Control (TTC)” system [11] of CMS to all components of the detector. This triggers
the readout of all detector data and the transfer to the computer farm of the High-Level Trigger.

– 4 –

CMS High Level Trigger Timing!
Clint Richardson, Boston University!
on behalf of the CMS Collaboration

The CMS experiment uses a two-level triggering system in order to select which events are worth 

saving for offline reconstruction (picture right). The first, Level-1, consists of custom electronics and 

hardware and reduces the LHC input rate from 40 MHz down to 100 kHz. The second level, the 

High Level Trigger (HLT) is a collection of software algorithms running on commercial processors 

(HLT CPU farm) designed to select events in real time and reduces the 100 kHz input rate to 

roughly 1 kHz for offline storage and reconstruction. The increase in center-of-mass energy and 

instantaneous luminosity at which the LHC will run in 2015, together with changes to both HLT 

software and hardware, made deriving an accurate estimate for HLT performance a clear need for 

CMS during the long shutdown (LS1) of the LHC. In order to obtain an accurate estimate, the 

software, hardware, and conditions were studied in detail so that the effect of each could be clearly 

measured. Tests were carried out on multiple CPU generations including the Westmere and Sandy 

Bridge based machines used during the 2012 run, an Ivy Bridge based machine, and three different 

Haswell based machines. The full configuration of the HLT CPU farm in 2015 can be seen in the 

table below. 

The effects of Intel’s TurboBoost and HyperThreading were taken into account in order to derive an 

accurate representation of machine performance. In order to isolate these effects from the ones 

listed above, tests were either carried out across a full spectrum of CPU load, tasking jobs to 

individual cores and scanning from 1 job to a full machine, or carried out at  a previously studied 

benchmark configuration.

Introduction

Performance Improvements From New Software

✴During LS1 CMS undertook 

considerable effort to optimize the 

performance of  HLT software in 

terms of speed of reconstruction. 

!
✴The figure to the right shows the 

performance improvement from 

the use of 2015 HLT reconstruction 

software. 

!
✴Timing was measured using 2012 8 

TeV data with an average of 30 

pileup collisions on the Sandy  

Bridge E5-2670 machines.  

!
✴The 2015 reconstruction software 

gives an across the board 

improvement of roughly 25%.

Average processing time per event as a function of CPU load. Each job is tasked to a specific 

processor so that HyperThreading becomes active at point 17, where both CPUs have been filled 

and one extra job is added. Timing was measured using 2012 8 TeV data consisting of a set of 

events which pass any Level 1 Trigger. The black points show performance using the HLT 

reconstruction software used in 2012 while the blue show the performance using the upgraded 

software which CMS will deploy in 2015 The HLT menu in both scenarios is the same so that the 

new reconstruction software is running the same selection algorithms as those used in 2012.

  

CMS Trigger/DataTaking

6
What we work on here at BU

NB: 1barn (b) = 10-28 m2 ; 50ns bunch spacing

Average processing time per event as a function of CPU load for several different 

generations of processors. Timing was measured using 2012 8 TeV data consisting of 

events collected by only requiring that they pass any Level 1 Trigger. The tests were 

performed using the 2015 CMS HLT reconstruction software over data which had an 

average of 30 pileup collisions. NB: The Sandy Bridge E5-2670 points only go up to 30 

because the test machine did not have enough RAM available to run 32 jobs at once.  

Similarly the Westmere X5650 machines only had enough RAM to run 22 jobs 

simultaneously and hence the test for it stops there.

Average processing time for various CPU configuration scenarios. Timing was 

measured using 2012 8 TeV data consisting of events collected by only requiring a 

Level 1 Trigger Accept. The meaning of bin labels is as follow: 1job - 1 job on the cpu; 

1job NUMA - one job running on each NUMA node; NUMA - running a single cpu 

with one of its NUMA nodes filled;  CPU - running the machine with one of its CPUs 

fully loaded; Full - running both cpus on the machine fully loaded; 2jobs HT two 

jobs running on the same core using HyperThreading; NUMA HT - the same as 

NUMA but doubling the jobs and using HyperThreading; CPU HT - the same as 

CPU but doubling the number of jobs and using HyperThreading; Full HT - the 

same as Full but doubling the number of jobs and using HyperThreading.

✴ The HLT CPU farm in 2015 will consist of 

multiple generations of hardware (see table 

below for details).  In addition we studied 

the following: the E5-2650v2 which has 8 

cores and one NUMA node per CPU, the 

E5-2690v3 which has 12 cores and one 

NUMA node per CPU, and the E5-2697v3 

which has 14 cores and two NUMA nodes 

per CPU. 

!
✴ In order to derive a timing budget for 2015 

the performance of all generations needed 

to be studied in detail. 

!
✴ When possible, a full scan across all 

generations was done (right) while when we 

had limited access to test machines an 

abbreviated sampling of CPU occupancy 

was performed (below).
✴ Qualitatively similar performance across all 

CPU generations. 

!
✴ Again, the Sandy Bridge and Ivy Bridge 

machines perform similarly and bring a 20% 

performance improvement over the 

Westmere machine. Further, the Haswell 

machines bring roughly another 20% 

improvement over the Sandy Bridge and Ivy 

Bridge machines. 

!
✴ Taking into account relative CPU 

performance, the configuration of the HLT 

CPU farm below, and a 100 kHz Level-1 input 

rate, the farm would be saturated by a process 

which, when run on its own with the rest of 

the CPU free, had an average processing time 

of ~160 ms on the Ivy Bridge CPU (used to 

measure expected HLT performance in 2015, 

shown right).

Performance Improvements From New Hardware

Processing time distribution for both main instantaneous luminosity scenarios. The black line shows the 

performance for an instantaneous luminosity (average number of pileup collisions) of 7*1033 cm-2s-1 (20) while the 

blue shows performance for 1.4*1034 cm-2 s-1 (40). The timing was measured using 13 TeV Monte Carlo simulating 

proton-proton collisions which were required to pass any Level 1 Trigger and represents expected HLT 

performance in 2015. The CPU used for measuring this performance was the Ivy Bridge based E5-2650v2 which 

was configured to run only a single job for each test.

HLT performance expected in 2015 has been estimated using simulation of 13 TeV proton-

proton collisions. Key features include: 

✴ Performance shown is with the configuration of one job tasked to one physical core and the 

rest of the CPU free. 

✴ Cluster of events  around 1100 (500) ms for the 40 (20) pileup scenario due to iterative 

tracking and particle-flow identification algorithms. Here again one sees the effect of pileup 

on HLT processing time. 

✴ With a timing budget of ~160ms in 2015, the average processing time is well below the 

timing budget for the pileup 20 scenario. 

✴ The pileup 40 scenario will use the full resources of the HLT CPU farm.

HLT Performance Vs. Level of Pileup

✴During 2012 the proton-

proton collisions at the 

LHC had an average 

between 20 and 30 pileup 

collisions throughout a 

standard fill. 

!
✴ In 2015 CMS will see an 

increase in pileup collisions 

with an expected average of 

40 during main data taking. 

!
✴As the figure to the right 

shows, all CPU generations 

give qualitatively the same 

behavior with HLT 

processing time increasing 

roughly linearly with the 

level of pileup. 

!
✴The Sandy Bridge and Ivy Bridge processors perform very similarly and bring roughly a 20% 

performance increase over the Westmere CPU. 

!
✴The Haswell based processors deliver another 20% improvement over the Sandy Bridge and 

Ivy Bridge CPUs.

Average processing time versus pileup for several different CPU generations. The 

performance was measured using 2012 8 TeV data consisting of a set of events passing any 

Level 1 Trigger. The machines were tested running with one CPU fully loaded without 

HyperThreading and using the 2015 CMS HLT reconstruction software. The difference in 

slope between the pileup 20 to 33 points and those between 44 and 63 is due to the fact that 

the higher pileup runs were taken without out-of-time pileup present.

Expected HLT Performance in 2015
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CMS L1 Trigger Evolution: Run II

‣ Running in CMS right now; three years development
‣ Key feature: ‘time multiplexing’ of entire events into single processor
‣ Allows more efficient trigger object ID, some redundancy
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CMS L1 Trigger Roadmap

8

Run 1 (2009) Run 2 (2015) Run 3 (2020) HL-LHC (2025)

ECAL / HCAL 
granularity

Regions / 
Regions

Towers / 
Towers

Towers / 
Towers

Crystals / 
Towers

Detector 
information Calo + muon

Enhanced calo / 
unganged muons

+ additional  
muon coverage + inner tracking

L1 Trigger rate 100kHz 100kHz ? 1MHz

GT algorithms
Cut and count + 

topological + Invariant mass ?
Particle flow, track 

isolation

Ben KreisCMS Calorimeter Trigger Upgrades

Stage 2 Upgrade Overview
• Goes online in 2016 

• Improved performance from processing 
full trigger tower granularity in one layer 

• Made possible by time multiplexing 
events in a first layer 
- Flexibility from increased latency
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Figure 1. Left: The L1 e/g clustering and isolation. A candidate is formed by clustering neighbour towers
(orange and yellow) if they are linked to the seed tower (red). A candidate is considered as isolated if the
ET in the isolation region (blue) is smaller than a given value. The position resolution of the e/g L1 trigger
candidates in the ECAL barrel (right).
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Figure 2. Electron trigger efficiency for a 20 GeV threshold at L1 as a function of the offline reconstructed
ET in the EB and EE (left). The efficiencies obtained with the current and the upgraded algorithms are shown
with and without isolation criteria. Relative rate (right) of triggered events from 8 TeV zero bias data for an
average pile-up of 45, obtained with the current (Run I) and the upgraded algorithms, both with and without
their respective isolation requirements.

compared to a threshold depending on h . An additional shape veto LUT is also produced in order1

to discard background-like clusters from the list of possible t candidates.2

The performance of the t lepton finder algorithm has been assessed on Monte Carlo simulation3

samples produced with
p

s =13 TeV, a bunch spacing of 25 ns and 40 average pile-up interactions.4

– 4 –
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CMS L1 Trigger Evolution: HL-LHC

‣ Message: hardware L1 is already becoming more HLT-like
9

DETAILED ARCHITECTURE  

UNDER DISCUSSION
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L1 Tracking Concept

‣ Upgrade tracker design driven by triggering requirements
‣ Full detector readout at 40MHz technologically impossible today
‣ Power and mass considerations

‣ Geometry of tracker design to provide in situ data reduction
‣ ‘Stub’ primitives read out at full bandwidth to off-detector track finder

‣ Relevance for FCC-hh
‣ Detector design must take into account trigger requirements from the start
‣ This applies even to ‘software trigger’ and reconstruction

10
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Where does the Bandwidth go?

‣ Rate of triggers does not indicate their ‘importance for physics’
‣ Rather, represents the difficulty of using different objects

11

Rate division between broad trigger 
classes for Phase-2 (total 180kHz)

Full menu is complex (>128 entries)
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Figure 6.13: Thresholds versus bandwidth for single lepton triggers. (a) Single e/g (b) Single
Isolated e/g (c) Single Mu (d) Single Tau. The width of the band represents the uncertainty on
our predicted thresholds. The x-axis gives the estimated total Level-1 trigger rate at 140 pileup
for both the tracking and non-tracking algorithms.
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Figure 6.13: Thresholds versus bandwidth for single lepton triggers. (a) Single e/g (b) Single
Isolated e/g (c) Single Mu (d) Single Tau. The width of the band represents the uncertainty on
our predicted thresholds. The x-axis gives the estimated total Level-1 trigger rate at 140 pileup
for both the tracking and non-tracking algorithms.
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High Level Trigger

‣ Multiple higher trigger levels are implemented in software
‣ More ‘funnel’ than ‘filter’ – implemented on CPUs (~2MW power by 2025)
‣ ATLAS has an additional L2 stage using full granularity in RoI

‣ Note that few events are ‘fully reconstructed’
‣ Throw everything away as fast as possible; ‘no trigger’ is not an option
‣ Unpacking and basic manipulation of raw data is a large overhead

‣ Future HLT upgrades will involve co-processing of various types
12
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Triggering at FCC-hh
‣ Higher CoM energy
‣ Resolution for high pt leptons 
→ high-precision primitives

‣ Boosted final states → calo reco hard
‣ High occupancy in forward region  
→ better granularity

‣ Higher luminosity (25ns scenario)
‣ Vertex count / merging → vertex tagging
‣ Calo-based isolation ineffective → track-based isolation
‣ Poor calo-based MET / MHT resolution → track-calo correlation

‣ Higher luminosity (5ns scenario)
‣ Bunch crossing ID becomes challenging

‣ Multiple showers in the calorimetry simultaneously; enormous pile-up in tracking; TOF effects

‣ Precision timing important for trigger → more data

‣ All of these effects go in the same direction
‣ More resolution; more granularity; more data; more processing

13
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Implications
‣ For any trigger / filter system:
‣ Trigger to be based on all sub-detectors (incl. inner tracking)
‣ Detector modularity / alignment should allow for fast basic reconstruction
‣ All the data for a crossing needs to be promptly in one place
‣ This has significant implications for detectors which are ‘slow’ wrt BX frequency

‣ Is a ‘traditional’ pipelined hardware trigger feasible?
‣ Today’s LHC Run-II systems are (intentionally) pushing the envelope
‣ Technology marches on; FPGAs are densest, lowest power, processing technology available
‣ However, the costs are becoming significant, and modularity is not always suitable

‣ Extrapolation from CMS / ATLAS does seem possible, but hard and costly
‣ Key problem: data flow management into processors
‣ ‘Getting all the data into one place’ requires significant on-detector processing

‣ All considerations motivate the use of a software-based trigger
‣ Flexibility for physics; increase capacity with luminosity; commodity hardware
‣ Note that ‘software’ does not imply ‘general purpose Intel CPU’ 
‣ Is this feasible?

14
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‘Triggerless’ Approach – LHCb

‣ LHCb are already going down this path for LHC Run III!
‣ Full software trigger, all data read from detector at 40MHz rate
‣ Some ‘hardware assist’ for data unpacking seems to be also proposed
‣ 30Tb/s COTS (ish) network (10x CMS / ATLAS) – feasible in 2020

15

The 40 MHz
trigger-less DAQ
system for the
LHCb Upgrade

Antonio Falabella

LHCb Experiment
Upgrade

The DAQ for the
Upgrade

Event Building
performance
evaluator

EB performance
evaluator at the
large scale

Summary

DAQ implementation

The idea for the DAQ Upgrade is to use a high-throughput network for the
readout and the event building (EB)

PCIe40 readout units push
event fragments into
builder units
(⇠ 100 Gbit/s)

⇠ 500 EB nodes
communicate at
⇠ 100 Gbit/s full-duplex
(DAQ network)

Output of EB to event
filter farm for further
processing
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Data Rates
‣ An estimation of the detector data rates is now required
‣ Assumptions
‣ Tracking detector extrapolated from CMS Phase-2 binary readout design
‣ Calorimeter extrapolated from CMS Phase-2 HGC (ECAL+HCAL)
‣ Tracking data rate goes as acceptance × sample_rate × pitch × occupancy
‣ Calo data rate goes as acceptance × sample_rate × occupancy
‣ No increase in resolution, granularity, timing precision from CMS
‣ This is almost certainly therefore a lower limit, with most ZS ‘tricks’ already played

‣ First rough estimates (within factor of two)
‣ Tracking and calo each have raw data rates of ~2000TB/s
‣ Using 10Gb/s modularity links, this is 4M optical fibres
‣ Also implies an event-building network of 40Pb/s capacity

‣ For comparison:
‣ ‘Entire internet WAN’ today is ~500Tb/s; largest Google data centre is ~1Pb/s

‣ A very scary number, even for 2035, but perhaps not impossible
16
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The Price of Bandwidth

‣ Internet communications now use 2% of UK electricity supply
‣ The servers use less power than the infrastructure…

17
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Technology Issues
‣ How much power do rad-hard data links take?
‣ ‘Best in class’ today seems to be lpGBT at ~500mW for 5Gb/s (plus laser)
‣ If no progress on this, indicates a power budget of 2MW for links alone – infeasible

‣ There are no commercial applications for these links, so no COTS
‣ Technology will improve, but there are some fundamental limits
‣ New ideas for power saving are coming forward, but may not be applicable for us

‣ What are the limits?
‣ Electrical signalling places a fundamental limit of ~10mW per link
‣ But Shannon’s limit also mandates a move to PAM / FEC → more tx and rx power
‣ ~10mW for 5Gb/s in lab with ‘fancy technology’ (high mass, expensive, not rad hard)

‣ Reducing to this level would require substantial investment in R&D
‣ Not clear when / if we will have access to the required technology nodes

‣ The real limit is likely to be cost
‣ Also bearing in mind that COTS rx ports are ~$100, and not decreasing
‣ This implies aggregation onto fast (100Gb/s+) fibres from lower speed local links

‣ Cost & power budget of on-detector electronics is the problem
18
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Possible Approaches
‣ ‘Conventional trigger’
‣ Extreme processor performance
‣ On-detector primitives logic
‣ On-detector front end buffers

19

‣ ‘Triggerless’
‣ Massive bandwidth
‣ Little on-detector logic
‣ Small front end buffers
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Possible Approaches
‣ ‘Conventional trigger’

‣ Extreme processor performance
‣ On-detector primitives logic
‣ On-detector front end buffers
‣ Emphasis on on-detector processing
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‣ ‘Triggerless’
‣ Massive bandwidth
‣ Little on-detector logic
‣ Small front end buffers
‣ Emphasis on data transmission

‣ ‘Sequential readout’
‣ Stage out event to multi-level trigger
‣ Successive levels of details with time
‣ All data through event-builder 

network
‣ Trigger implemented in software
‣ Implement large ‘bulk memory’ in 

low radiation zone of detector
‣ Emphasis on on-detector buffer
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Why Worry About This Now?
‣ Which approach should be pursued?
‣ Depends on cost / performance evolution of links, front end digital logic, 

bulk memory
‣ My bet: bulk ECC memory cheaper than links or rad-hard front end logic

‣ Who cares? This is all in 2035…
‣ As we’ve seen, trigger /readout strongly affects detector design
‣ Basic R&D on new front-end technologies needs to start now
‣ Factorisation of ‘local’ and ‘global’ on-detector electronics could help

21
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• Detector R&D for the LHC started in the 1980’s and that for the HL-LHC in the 2000’s.  
• R&D for the FCC will build on that targeting HL-LHC, but for more futuristic technologies, with 

large scale prototyping and radiation studies requiring long lead times, work needs to start now. 
¾ Aim to inform the FCC Conceptual Design Report for the 2019 European Strategy Update. 
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Conclusions
‣ Too early to propose a trigger / readout architecture

‣ But examination of the constraints needs to continue
‣ Don’t depend too strongly on ‘magical’ technology improvement

‣ We might not be able to afford the development or purchase cost; the market may go in a different direction

‣ Trigger performance studies
‣ Reconstruction studies need to take into account trigger needs from start
‣ Can things be sped up with ‘helpful’ detector modularity / configuration?
‣ ‘Feasibility check’ of traditional trigger approach needs to be made

‣ R&D is needed
‣ Front-end electronics (links, processing, memory)
‣ Technology evolution for bulk packet switching (e.g. data centre ethernet, etc)
‣ Accelerated computing architectures (e.g. OpenPower/CAPI)

‣ Detector design
‣ Do not ignore the problem of trigger and readout for your detector! It will bite you later.
‣ Design for the worst case; you will never rebuild the FE electronics

‣ Watch LHC Phase-2 upgrades carefully
‣ FCC-hh developments are likely to be a direct ‘follow-on’
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